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Join this group


What we’re about

This group is for members and visitors to Makespace, a community workshop in Cambridge, UK. The meetups are organised by community members both in the space and elsewhere in Cambridge.

To tweak your email preferences for the group, please go to http://meetup.makespace.org/settings/

We would love to meet:

* Community members, enthusiasts, and educational groups who could benefit from a lab in which to work together, network, socialise, and draw on the expertise of others

* People working within local industries looking to innovate in ways that require new skills, equipment and contacts

* Companies and consultancies that support innovation and prototyping, and who could provide training, support, leading to the sale of their services

* Innovators needing to produce physical prototypes to further their ideas

If this could include you, please help us maintain and grow Makespace by joining now, telling us:

* Who you are, and any company/group affiliation 
 * What you could contribute to and/or how you could benefit from Makespace 
 * Any other ideas, requirements or suggestions to improve Makespace

For discussions about the space and making in general, see http://groups.google.com/group/cammakespace

For more on Makespace, see http://makespace.org 





Upcoming events (4+)
See all
	Sat, Apr 6, 2024, 1:00 PM BSTElectronics and soldering [ Cambridge Makespace ]

Mill Lane, Cambridge
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Electronics is my hobby and my professional career for over a decade and now I would like to try teach electronics to others.

Session is held in Cambridge Makespace building - but you don`t need to be a member - you`ll be sign-in as a guest

This events is for beginners and for everyone who want to learn soldering , electronics or just need help this their projects

Max two guests so RSVP only if your sure you going to attend
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3 attendees

Attend





	Sat, Apr 6, 2024, 2:00 PM BSTMetal Printing Club (members only)

Makespace Cambridge, Cambridge
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Lets learn how to 3D print metal parts!

We are beta testing this:

https://wiki.fablab-muenchen.de/display/FABMX

At Makespace, the Metal Printing Club will build a 3D printer using the FabMX extruder, and develop a toolchain to deliver steel parts as cheaply as possible.

Follow our progress on the Makespace Discord and our github at https://github.com/Metal-Printing-Club

At this meeting we'll review progress with the printer and extruder build, and discuss the status of plans for sintering.

We'll also check progress with characterising the PolyMIM feedstock and investigate options for a pure-plastic alternative e.g. chopped PLA filament or PLA pellets.

Note we will probably be in the main space as there is always competition for the classroom. We can either meet in the main space or cakespace.
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3 attendees

Attend





	Mon, Apr 8, 2024, 4:00 PM BSTBandsaw Practical - Qualified Members only 

Needs location
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Practicals will be offered as log as we have time between 1500 and 1800. Please sign up to the wait list AFTER you have qualified by completing the Band Saw Equipment and Makespace Safety quizzes with 100% correct answers.

I will admit you in the order the quizzes were completed and take as many as we can fit in the time available.

Please come prepared to:

	Preform Safety Checks
	Make several types of cuts
	Shut down and clean up


	You will be expected to do all this unprompted.
	Bring your own material to cut
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1 attendee

Attend





	Mon, Apr 8, 2024, 7:00 PM BSTSee the Space - Open to All

Makespace, Cambridge, CB2 1RX
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This tour takes about 45 minutes. Please be on time and ring the doorbell when you arrive.

This is for anyone interested in Makespace to come and look around! If you think you'd like to become a member or perhaps use Makespace for an event then come and see the space, equipment and meet a few members!

We're looking to better understand what motivates people like yourself to visit and join Makespace; could you take a minute and answer three questions regarding your projects and Makespace?

Please paste this link into your browser (it's a Google form):

https://forms.gle/i1KFfWHskU61q3L89

Thank you.
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8 attendees+3

Attend







Past events (5223)
See all
	Thu, Apr 4, 2024, 12:30 PM BSTLaser training practical

This event has passed
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Members (4,656)
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Group links
Find us also at
	

Facebook
	

Twitter
	

Flickr
	

LinkedIn
	

makespace.org
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